Find out how Bever Innovations makes
the ‘forecourt of the future’ possible at
UNITI expo
We like to share our knowledge and our vision on the future with you. Find out how Bever
Innovations already makes the ‘forecourt of the future’ possible on the 15th, 16th and
17th of May at the Messe in Stuttgart, because we’re attending UNITI expo 2018. You can
visit us in Hall 5 at Stand 5A20!
The Internet of Everything and your forecourt
During the UNITI expo, Director Jeannot Bruggeling not only explains what the future of petrol stations
looks like but also how our award winning EOS technology can contribute to this. See how you can use
the Internet of Everything (IoE) on your petrol station. EOS Technology is integrated in the LED
products from Bever Innovations and it can also be added to every other device in your network. It
connects all devices on your forecourt in a wireless network where the devices can communicate with
each other. They collect and sent data, so you can improve your forecourt when you speak of energy
savings, improving safety and predictive maintenace.
Attend our seminars for free
We would like to share our knowledge with you. That is why we provide various free seminars about
diﬀerent subject of the petrol industry, including:
End to end innovation, incorporating retail marketing, service solutions and HQ operations
Customer centric pricing through technology and Big Data
Fuel station design and corporate image – The customer experience
Optimising build and concept development of fuel stations
Do you want to attend one of these seminars? You can join us for free. Guarantee your place here!
Of course you can also talk to one of our representatives, they can help you to ﬁnd the solution you
need. The LED and lighting experts of Bever Innovations are happy to demonstrate how our LED
products and solutions can bring your petrol station to life – Now and in the future.

Your free UNITI expo tickets
As a professional visitor, you can register for free tickets. Are you coming to Stuttgart to visit our
stand?
> Get your free tickets here
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On Thursday the 17th of May, you can experience a race in a Formula 1 car. Put on our Virtual
Reality glasses, take a seat in our Formula 1 car and race against our other visitors in a thrilling
Formula 1 race! At the end of the day, we'll give away amazing prizes among all participants.
What to do?
Step 1.
Visit our Bever Innovations stand - 5A20- on May 17th and register to join the race*.
* see our time schedule for further details
Step 2.
When it's your turn, try to set the best time so you will become a top 10 competitor.
Step 3.
If your time is top 10 material, you'll have to race again to compete for the prices with the other 9
visitors. Race over the ﬁnish as fast as possible and get a chance on winning amazing prizes.

Contact information
Bever Innovations B.V.
Industrieweg 32
4301 RS Zierikzee
Netherlands

+31 111453232
www.beverinnovations.com
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